Task:
Create a pen and ink drawing of a
water dwelling beast to be enlarged
and used as part of a paste-ups
mural on the paranaple arts centre.
Create your beastie either as a
collaboration with friends or family
using the surrealist drawing
technique “exquisite corpse” or
draw your own.

Exquisite corpse
“A game in which each participant takes turns
writing or drawing on a sheet of paper, folding it to
conceal his or her contribution, and then passing it
to the next player for a further contribution.
The game gained popularity in artistic circles during
the 1920s when it was adopted as a technique by
artists of the Surrealist movement to generate
collaborative compositions”.
From website: https://www.moma.org/collection/terms/138
Exquisite Corpse, 1927
Andre Breton, Man Ray,
Max Morise, and Yves
Tanguy,

History of the Exquisite Corpse drawing game:
Exquisite Corpse was hatched in 1925 by the Surrealists Andre Breton, Yves Tanguy, Jacques
Prévert, and Marcel Duchamp during one of their ritual hangouts in Paris, France. Breton had
effectively founded the movement a year prior, formalising it with his 1924 Surrealist Manifesto.
That text called for art that engaged the unconscious by using dreams and automatic
drawings as creative fodder. One way of unlocking psychic space,
according to Breton, was through games—and he and his cohort
were constantly inventing them.

One of their favourites was the old parlour game called
Consequences, in which players took turns writing phrases that
eventually formed an absurd story. Before long, Breton and his
companions swapped words for drawings, dubbing the new game
Exquisite Corpse, after a sentence that emerged during a round of
Consequences: “The exquisite corpse will drink the new wine.”
From website https: //www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-explaining-exquisite-corpse-surrealist-drawinggame-die

Untitled, 1927
Cadavre Exquise,
Max Morise, Man Ray, Yves
Tanguy, Joan Miro

History of the Exquisite Corpse drawing game
Surrealists immediately took to the collaborative game. Many of the
movement’s practitioners played it regularly, almost addicted to the
automatic drawing it inspired
For the group, the game opened up new avenues of
creativity by tapping into many of Surrealism’s essential
tenets. Exquisite Corpse hinged on free play,
unpredictability, and collaboration—forces Surrealists
routinely used to “[disrupt] the waking mind’s penchant
for order,” as the Museum of Modern Art’s curatorial
staff has put it.
From website https: //www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-explaining-exquisite-corpsesurrealist-drawing-game-die

Cadavre Exquis, Figure,
1928, collage
André Breton, Max
Morise, Jeannette Ducrocq
Tanguy,
Pierre Naville, Benjamin
Péret, Yves
Tanguy, Jacques Prévert

Examples of drawings:

Notice how you can see where the page has been folded into thirds. Each section drawn by a different artist.

More examples:

Notice how each section lines up so that it joins together. This
can be achieved by leaving lines to guide the next drawer.

More examples:

Use your imagination for your beast and be as creative
as you like… What interesting things can a beast be
made up of?

You will need:
•

White A4 piece of paper

•

Pencil

•

Eraser

•

Black fine liner pen (optional)

•

Friends/ family

Step 1: Preparation
Take an A4 piece of paper and decide which way you want to use your
page, either portrait or landscape profile.
Each will give you a different shape beast
(tall= portrait, long= landscape). Divide
your page into thirds by folding into three
equal sections as seen below.
* Note: I used my page in portrait profile.

Step 2: Start Drawing
Start your drawing in the first section. The head section. Think about what a water
dwelling creature could look like and draw its head section only in the first third of
the page. Fill up as much of the section as you can and finish at the bottom of the
section (on the fold line) with lines where the neck are. Fold the section over so it
cannot be seen apart from the lines where the neck is drawn so the next person
drawing the torso (body) section, can see where to join on to the head section.
*Note: If working with another person you can work on one drawing each at the
same time swapping pieces of paper for each section as I did with my brother.

Step 3: Next Section
Pass the folded piece of paper to the next person who will draw the torso (body) section. This
should be done by another person who has not seen the head section drawn previously. This will
give the beast a strange and interesting quality with different drawing styles and ideas from
different people. If you are drawing on your own this is ok too.
When drawing think about how you can add interest to your beast. Make it as unrealistic as you
like. How many legs/ arms/ fins does it have? Are they beetle, spider, human or fish like in
appearance? Perhaps they are not of animal or organic nature at all? Use your imagination to
create a beast that is extraordinary! Take your time with your sections and add details and
shading if you wish. When you have finished drawing the torso section, fold the page over to hide
it and leave lines for the next person to follow on for the legs/ end section.

Step 4: Final Section
Next draw the third and final section. The legs or end section of the beast. Does your
beast have legs to walk around? Tentacles or fins? Or perhaps something else
entirely!? Make sure to join up the drawing with the previous torso section. Remember
if working with others: no peeking at the previous sections!

Step 5: Reveal your Beast!
When all three sections of the beast have been drawn, unfold your paper to reveal
your Exquisite Tidal Beast! The three sections will probably look quite different,
especially when working with others, this gives the beast character. You can add any
further shading or details you like to finish off the beast. Make sure your lines are nice
and dark or go over with black ink or black fine liner pen.

Step 6:
Deliver your beast to the gallery to be included in the

mural! DUE DATE: 9am MONDAY 19TH APRIL!
Take a photo of your beast (laying paper as flat as you can) and
email to:

artgallery@devonport.tas.gov.au Your beast will then be, enlarged,
printed out, cut out and pasted up as part of a mural on the
paranaple arts centre wall.
Alternatively, bring in your drawings to be photocopied, enlarged and
printed out.
* PLEASE NOTE: if taking a photograph of your drawing to email in,
place your drawing under a heavy flat object such as books to flatten
out the fold lines before taking the photo!

Step 7: Come & Check Out Our Wall Of Beasties!
Come and see your Exquisite Tidal Beast pasted up on the wall with more beasts other people in
our community have done from Wednesday 21st April (weather permitting!).

Proposed site for our Exquisite Tidal Beasts paste-ups mural!

